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Abstract
‘Gaming Brands’ is an approach to brand planning that applies the principles of
gaming to brand building. This approach represents a fundamental shift from
building brands as message transmission devices, to building brands as behaviour
change systems. This approach is firmly rooted in established human psychology,
leveraging our predisposition to ‘game’ life to further the commercial aims of
brands operating in the modern world. Gaming Brands has implications for those
who understand consumers as active participants and wish to build truly
interactive brands to suit their needs.

INTRODUCTION
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WHY GAMES?
Games shouldn’t exist. They seem to serve no rational or evolutionary purpose, yet we
find them so compelling they have been part of our culture for as long as we have
records.
Figure 1: The Ancient Egyptian Game ‘Senet’

A depiction of ancient Egyptians playing a board game called ‘Senet’. Records of this game date
back to approximately 3000 BC. ‘Senet’ is thought to have its roots in the earliest board games
that first appeared around 9000 BC.
Source: Irving Finkel, Five Ancient Games, The British Museum, 2005

Rather than dismissing games as a leisure activity, I believe that games not only provide
a good model for how we interact with the world around us, but that games provide a
template for building brands suited to the modern world. Specifically, I believe that:
•
•
•

Games provide a practical template for developing truly interactive brands.
Games provide a practical template for building rich and experiential brands.
Games provide a practical template for brands that actively change behaviour.

It is essential that the reader is clear on one thing from the beginning, that this is not a
paper advocating games as specific executions,1 but a paper that argues for the
principles of gaming to be applied directly to the brand planning process.
1

This area has been well covered, from brand communication (Katy Lindemann -‘Game Changing and Chang Through Play’
http://www.slideshare.net/katylindemann/playful-09-gamechanging-change-through-play-2390504) to game based loyalty schemes
(‘Game Based Marketing: Inspiring Customer Loyalty Through Rewards, Challenges And Contests’, Gabe Zichermann and Jodelin
Linder (2010).
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GAME PLAN
Level I: Gaming Life
Level I establishes play as a specific expression of our instinctive urge to explore and
discover the world around us. It is this play instinct that drives us to ‘game life’, an
approach that sees us apply the principles of gaming to everyday tasks. Level I concludes
that gaming is not just of intellectual interest, but of financial significance.
Level II: Gaming Brands
Level II considers the issues facing the modern brand builder, and identifies gaming as
offering a practical template for brand planning. Level II concludes that a radical shift in
thinking is required to move from traditional broadcast based brand planning models to
game inspired brand planning models.
Level III: Gaming Your Brand
Level III applies a game based brand planning model to a familiar brand as an example
and proves the applicability using primary research. This section concludes by
demonstrating that the principles of gaming can be applied to a range of brands and
business objectives.
Boss Level: Gaming Brand Value
The boss level establishes that gaming brands can build commercial brand value by
driving customer acquisition, weight of purchase and loyalty. This section concludes
with a behaviour based model for measuring brand strength.
Bonus Level: Final Conclusions And Implications
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How To Game This Paper
10 ‘Easter Eggs’, hidden pieces of content, dotted around this paper turn
reading a dissertation into a game. To discover this content, the paper must be
read on screen and hidden web links located. These web links will not be visible
until your cursor is held over them. Easter eggs will be in the main content of
the paper, and not in the references section. You can compare your score to
other players, and discuss the game at www.gamemybrand.com. A digital
version of the paper can also be found at this location.
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LEVEL I: GAMING LIFE
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Why We Play Games
Homo Luden; The Playing Man
The role of play in culture is often understated, play is normally marginalised to a
childhood activity, or described as something to be reserved for our leisure time. The
separation between work and play has roots as far back as the 16th Century theologian
John Calvin, who is credited with establishing the puritan concept of ‘work ethic’, the
idea that we must work hard to glorify god.2 This school of thinking has led to the
rejection of play as anything more than a childhood activity, and a failure to
acknowledge play as a major aspect of our cultural existence.3
In ‘Homo Ludens’, cultural theorist Johan Huizinga explores the role of play in human
culture, and concludes that the two cannot be separated. Huizinga finds characteristics
of play evident in cultural inventions such as education, law, politics, religious rites, art,
poetry and philosophy:
“We have to conclude that civilization is, in its earliest phases, played. It does not come
from play like a babe detaching itself from the womb: it arises in and as play, and never
leaves it.” 4
Huizinga goes into great detail in his analysis of culture to establish the prevalence of
play, but a simpler form of evidence can be found in our everyday discourse. With over
94 definitions and uses of the word ‘play’ in the dictionary,5 it is clear that the word can
be used to describe a variety of behaviours. A cursory glance reveals that we ‘play’ and
‘game’ many aspects of culture:
Figure 2: Gaming in Culture

2

‘Institutes of the Christian Religion’ (Institutio Christianae religionis) was John Calvin's seminal work on Protestant systematic
theology, first published in 1536.
3
Pat Kane, (2004) ‘Play Ethic’
4
Huizinga, Johan (1955). Homo ludens; a study of the play-element of culture.
5
play. (n.d.). Dictionary.com Unabridged. Retrieved May 22, 2010, from Dictionary.com website:
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/play
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If play is so central to culture, we must ask ourselves why it is not overtly central to our
role as brand builders. Defining what play is, and understanding why we play will help us
understand the implications for building brands.
Manu volumes have been dedicated to play is, but none have managed to reduce the
concept to a simple sentence, Huizinga’s characteristics of play are as useful as any:
1) Play is fun
2) Play takes place within defined boundaries
3) Play cannot be enforced
Any further attempt to define play more precisely is a route to madness (trust me). As
we explore why we play, we will see the appropriateness of Huizinga’s characteristics.

The Origins Of Play
Figure 3: The Undeniable Temptation of the Red Button

Source: Author

The overwhelming urge to press the red button only proves one thing, you are human.
Being human means being curious. We can’t help it, it’s the way we are wired, our
brains are set up to seek novelty. Interacting with novel stimulus, i.e. new stuff, triggers
the release of dopamine, a neurotransmitter associated with reward.6 Curiosity is our
brain urging us to seek new stimulus, to explore the world around us. The
neurophysiological response to novel stimulus is actually twofold, our memory circuits
are also boosted during this experience, leading psychologists to conclude that the
purpose of this reaction is to prompt us to learn new things, i.e. to discover the world
around us.7 In its purest sense, our brains reward a life of exploration and discovery.
6

Kang MJ, Hsu M, Krajbich IM, Loewenstein G, McClure SM, Wang JT, Camerer CF. (2009).The wick in the candle of learning:
epistemic curiosity activates reward circuitry and enhances memory. Psychol Sci. 20(8):963-73.
7
Saab BJ, Georgiou J, Nath A, Lee FJ, Wang M, Michalon A, Liu F, Mansuy IM, Roder JC. (2009). "NCS-1 in the dentate gyrus promotes
exploration, synaptic plasticity, and rapid acquisition of spatial memory.". Neuron 63 (5): 643–56.
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Figure 4: A Life of Exploration and Discovery

Our brains are wired to prompt us to explore and discover the world around us.
Source: Author

Huizinga’s first characteristic of play partially speaks to the way our brains prompt
curiosity and reward discovery. If we were to express the reward we experience upon
discovering new stimulus as an emotion, we might use the word ‘fun’. However, the
novelty reward system that prompts us to explore can betrays us. Novelty is not always
good, new experiences are either positive or negative, they are either enjoyable or
terrifying. Exploration is therefore broader than play, encompassing both the positive
and negative elements of novelty seeking. To be fun, play must take place within certain
boundaries that allow us to enjoy novelty without having to endure fear.
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Play Is Exploration Within Boundaries
The world is a dangerous and complicated place, exploring it can be tricky process.
Huizinga’s characteristics state that play takes place within defined boundaries, it is
these boundaries that allow us to explore and discover in a safe and manageable way.
Boundaries allow us seek out the buzz of new stimulus without undue risk. The furry
fella below had no idea what was going to be in the plant pot, anything from prey to
predator could have been lying in wait. Boundaries allow us to explore within certain
constraints that offer a degree of safety. Game shows like ‘Deal Or No Deal’ capitalise on
our instinct for safe exploration, the contestants don’t know what will be in the box, but
unlike our curious cat, they can be pretty sure it won’t be a snake. This does not mean
that play is always safe, but that there are some parameters involved.
Figure 5: Exploring Within Boundaries Is A Safer Business

Boundaries allow us to explore without undue consequences.
Source: Author

Our reward systems prompt us to explore, and boundaries allow us to do this in safe
way, ensuring a playful experience that remains fun. Boundaries also allow us to take
advantage of the boost our memory systems receive during exploration, they allow us
to break experiences into ‘bite size’ chunks. ‘Playing’ with discrete systems is how we
learn about them, allowing us to discover the world piece by piece.
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Figure 6: A Child Discovering the Properties of Bricks By Playing

"Let my playing be my learning, and my learning be my playing." 8
Source: Author

Developmental psychologists identify play as being essential for children to ‘create and
explore a world they can master, conquering their fears while practicing adult roles’.9
Neurologists have also linked play to learning, 10 specifically language learning and
cognitive development.11 12 The positive emotions play invokes represents an
adaptation that encourages us to try new things and learn with more flexibility. In fact,
Melvin Konner, an anthropologist and neuroscientist, suggests that play may be the
primary means nature has found to develop our brains.13
It would be a mistake to boil play down to a pure learning mechanism, to do so would
be to reduce play to a process. This speaks to Huizinga’s final characteristic of play, it
cannot be enforced. The important point here is that we recognise the biological
imperative of play without ignoring the emotional experience, which is one of fun and
delight. In this way, play is a specific expression of our exploration instinct.

8

Huizinga, Johan (1955). Homo ludens; a study of the play-element in culture.
K. R, Ginsberg; The Importance of Play in Promoting Healthy Child Development and Maintaining Strong Parent-Child Bonds.
Pediatrics 2007 119: 182-191.
10
Tamis-LeMonda CS, Shannon JD, Cabrera NJ, Lamb ME. Fathers and mothers at play with their 2- and 3-year-olds: contributions to
language and cognitive development. Child Dev.2004;75:1806–1820
11
Shonkoff JP, Phillips DA, eds. From Neurons to Neighborhoods:The Science of Early Childhood Development. Washington, DC:
National Academy Press; 2000
12
Frost JL. Neuroscience, play and brain development. Paper presented at: IPA/USA Triennial National Conference; Longmont,
CO; June 18–21, 1998.
13
Melvin Konner (2010) ‚ ’Play Is The Thing’
9
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Figure 7: Play

Play is a specific expression of our exploration instinct, it takes place within certain boundaries
that allow the player to explore and discover a complicated world in a safe and manageable
way.
Source: Author
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Games Are Structured Play
“A game is a problem solving activity, approached with a playful attitude.” 14
Playing allows us to learn about discrete systems in a manageable and safe way.
Manipulating those systems to achieve a goal marks the difference between playing and
gaming. Gaming is the result of applying the structure of objectives and rules to play.
Figure 8: Games Are Structured Play

From exploration to structured play. Unstructured play is exploration within certain parameters.
Structured play imposes further objectives and rules resulting in a game.
Source: Author

The discovery reward system established earlier takes on a new dimension during game
play. Game play revolves as much around discovering how we solve a problem as
discovering what’s at the end of a problem. As much ‘how do you open the box’ as
‘what’s in the box’. Again, the brain rewards discovery of new information, prompting,
an innate desire to solve the problem.15 16
14

J. Schell (1998): The Art of Game Design: A book of lenses
S. M. McClure, M. K. Yor, P. Read Montague (2004). The Neural Substrates of Reward Processing in Humans: The Modern Role of
fMRI. The Neuroscientist, Vol. 10, No. 3, 260-268 (2004)
16
The behaviour mechanisms concerned with problem solving. Maier, N. R. F.Psychological Review, Vol 47(1), Jan 1940, 43-58.
15

14

Although external rewards can incentivise certain types of problem solving behaviour, it
is important to separate this motivation from the simple joy of problem solving. There is
no external reward for completing a Rubik’s cube, success is reward in its own right.
Figure 9: Games Are Rewarding in Their Own Right

Source: http://www.speedcubing.com

The emotional reward that game playing can bring to behaviour is what fundamentally
separates games from mere task completion. It is this dynamic that prompts us to game
aspects of every day life.
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Gaming Life
Gaming Life Makes It More Fun
The fine line between task completion and game playing is one that we blur on a regular
basis. Discovering new things about our world is a fascinating and rewarding process,
but unfortunately life is not always new and exciting. When we do the same things
repeatedly they become dull and we get bored. When this happens, discovery becomes
just ‘doing’, i.e. mere task completion. The emotional reward associated with playing
prompts us to apply a ‘play ethic’ to tasks, turning them into games. We turn the things
we have to do into things we want to do. We can illustrate specific everyday tasks as a
‘slice’ of life, taken from the model created during this section.

Figure 10: Gaming Life

The emotional reward we gain from playing prompts us to apply a ‘play ethic’ to everyday tasks,
turning them into a game.
Source: Author
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A long car journey with a small child will often be enough to illustrate how we apply a
play ethic to tasks, evolving them into games. In this example, the ‘do’ is traveling in a
car, the play is ‘count the red cars’ which evolves into the game ‘eye spy’.

Figure 11: Gaming A Car Journey

A child can turn something as mundane as a long car journey into a complex and rewarding
game,
Source: Author

Applying a play ethic to this mundane task first required establishing some boundaries,
these serve to define an ‘arena’ for play to take place. In this case, the boundaries are
time, i.e. a duration for which the game will take place, and space, i.e. cars that are
visible out of the window. ‘Counting the red cars’ is a game with few rules and simple
objectives. The game primarily rewards an exploration mentality, it’s about noticing
things and counting them. Applying further rules to this mentality results in a more
formal game, ‘eye spy’.
‘Eye spy’ imposes a game structure onto this play activity. This game has a clearly
defined objectives and rules. In this way, a mundane car journey has effectively been
‘gamed’ to make it more fun.
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Gaming Life Modifies Behaviour
Gaming life tasks can make the mundane more enjoyable, but it can also change the
way we behave. When I was young, my parents often turned chores into games. The
‘clean your room in under 10 minutes’ game or the ‘get ready for bed’ races between
me and my brothers were more effective than just telling us what to do. Gaming life
tasks can also work for adults, the internet based game ‘Chore Wars’ allocates points to
housemates that complete chores. Chore Wars provides the tools to game housework,
attaching an emotional reward to what would otherwise be a mundane task.
Figure 12: Chore Wars

‘Chore Wars’ and internet based game that awards points for doing housework. The game
effectively leverages emotional reward as an incentive to complete mundane tasks.
Source: www.chorewars.com

The important observation here is we ‘game’ everyday life to make it more emotionally
rewarding, and that these emotional rewards can be used to change behaviour. We will
go on to see how brands can use this to their advantage.
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THE SERIOUS BUSINESS OF PLAY
Games Dominate Commercial Entertainment
The increasing value of games as commercial entertainment should capture our
immediate attention. The brand building industry has traditionally taken its lead from
the dominant form of commercial entertainment, borrowing narrative, directors and
even budgets from Hollywood. Recently, we have witnessed a fundamental shift, film no
longer dominates commercial entertainment, gaming does. As gaming industries’
dominance of commercial entertainment grows, it is natural that brand building should
follow its lead.

Figure 13: Gaming Dominates Commercial Entertainment

Source: ARS Technica

The profit to be gained from gaming goes far beyond commercial entertainment,
harnessing games can realise value in everyday life.
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Gaming Life Is Profitable
We have established that turning everyday tasks into games is rewarding for the player.
What is also evident is that harnessing this dynamic can be very profitable. An example
comes from an unlikely place, airline frequent flyer programs (FFPs). FFPs provide
points, levels and rewards that allow consumers to game air travel, the challenge to the
player is simple; collect as many air miles as possible.
The FFP game is so compelling, it actively changes consumer behaviour, over 80% of FFP
users have taken an unnecessary flight in order to gain air miles. The success of FFPs
cannot be attributed to external rewards, in 2007 there were over 10 trillion unredeemed air miles globally, this represents each FFP member saving five times more
miles per year than they redeem.17 As a result, the most successful frequent flyer
programs are now more profitable than the airlines themselves. Gaming air travel is
profitable.18
Brands and services have also begun to catch on to the possible value that can be
realised by providing the tools needed to game everyday life tasks. Facebook, Amazon
and eBay have all taken the first steps towards allowing consumers to game their
services. Boundaries such as friend counts, reviews and number of successful bids all
give users parameters to play within . Other services like Chromaroma19 set defined
parameters that allow users to turn even tube journeys into a formal game.
Nike+, Fiat EcoDrive and Foursquare have taken this a step further with great financial
success.

At current redemption rates, it would take 23 years to deplete this air miles stock pile.
All FFP statistics sourced from ‘Game Based Marketing: Inspiring Customer Loyalty Through Rewards, Challenges And Contests’,
Gabe Zichermann and Jodelin Linder (2010)
19
Chromaroma is an online multiplayer game played out as you travel the city with your Oyster Card. Chromaroma is a type of
location-based top-trumps. You collect places, identities, modes of transport and passengers as you travel around the city; discover
and investigate mysteries attached to different locations and build alliances with fellow passengers that share your journeys. It's a
game you can play on your own, or part of a team.
17
18
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Figure 14: Nike+ As a Game

Running at its most basic is task completion. Once we start to impose the boundaries of distance
and time we begin to ‘play’ running, Nike+ gives player the tools to ‘game’ running, winning
conditions, objectives, obstacles, and rules are all applied
Source: Author

Figure 15: Fiat Eco-Drive As a Game

Driving is at its most basic task completion. Once we start to impose the boundaries of distance
and miles per gallon we begin to ‘play’ efficient driving. Fiat Eco-drive gives players the tools to
‘game’ efficient driving, wining conditions, objectives, obstacles, and rules are all applied.
Source: Author
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Figure 16: Foursquare Eco-Drive As a Game

Traveling from place to place to socialise is a form of task completion. One we begin to ‘play’
socialising once we start bragging, we compete over the who’s been to the coolest bars, or had
the wildest nights. Foursquare is a mobile application that games socialising by awarding points
and badges for doing interesting things, the more stuff you do, the more points you get.
Source: Author

LEVEL I COMPLETE!
Achievements:
•
•
•

Play is a specific expression of our innate urge to explore the world around us,
gaming is the means by which we manipulate that world
We game life to make every day tasks more enjoyable, manipulating the way we
game life can modify our behaviour
Gaming is a profitable industry in its own right, but those that provide the tools
to help people game life also profit substantially

Level II challenge: Applying the principles of gaming to brand planning.
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LEVEL II: GAMING BRANDS
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THE NEEDS OF MODERN BRANDING
Issues Facing The Modern Brand Builder
The collision of a broad range of trends from technology to media, coupled with new
thinking around how brands are represented in consumers’ minds, present the modern
brand builder with a new and unfamiliar world. Specifically, the modern brand builder
now has to consider how to build rich and interactive brands that actively promote
behaviour change.
I believe that gaming provides a practical template for developing brands suited to the
modern world.

From Broadcast Brands to Interactive Brands
The need to build interactive brands that invite participation is something many
marketers take for granted in the modern world. What we do not always ask ourselves
is why this shift is required. It is easy to jump to media and technology as drivers for
change. Technology has given consumers more media options that are more interactive,
the assumption is that because we can build interactive brands, we should.
The evolution of technology and media masks the real issue. Part I of this paper
established that people are hard wired to explore and discover the world around them,
our natural urge is to interact with our surroundings. Technology in this case is not a
driver, but an enabler, technology allows us to interact with media in a more natural
way. The need to build interactive brands is in response to enabled consumers that now
have the tools to behave in the way they had always wanted.
The crux of this issue is that our ability to build interactive brands is being held back by
outdated channel thinking. The ‘Unique Selling Proposition’ or the ‘USP’ was invented
for, and belongs to, the broadcast media age.20 However, the USP is still at the heart of
the brand planning process. Propositions are inherently broadcast, however we choose
to distribute them. Interaction in this case often means ‘how do we get people to
interact with our brand message?’ rather than ‘how do we create a brand that is
inherently interactive?’. Games by definition are built on interactive principles, they
demand you play rather than listen.
I believe that games provide a practical template for developing truly interactive
brands.

20

The USP was first coined by Rosser Reeves, Source: Reeves, Rosser (1961), Reality in Advertising,
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From Reductive Brands to Experiential Brands
New brand thinking puts more emphasis on the need to establish rich and experiential
brands. This contrasts with the traditional approaches to brand planning, which
essentially rely on reductive processes that boil a brand down to its simplest expression.
The first piece of new thinking comes from Paul Feldwick, who explores how brands
build emotional connections with consumers. Feldwick argues that emotional
connections are formed through the associations and relationships that exist between
brands and consumers. 21
Feldwick defines associations as ‘connections in the brain that link together ideas,
images and feelings’. It is these associations that build up the impression of the brand in
the mind of the consumer. Feldwick argues indication of relationship is more important
than message communication. Content accounts for some of our communication, but
non verbal cues such as tone of voice and imagery are all very important factors
influencing this relationship. If we believe the role of communication is to build
emotional connections between brands and consumers, then we have to accept the
importance of communicating through the rich world of associations and relationships.
The definition of this rich world often escapes the reductive process of brand planning.
The second piece of new thinking links brand value to consumer experience. Pine and
Gilmore recognise that increasingly, the majority of a brand’s value is not created during
the production of a product but by the creation of the experience that surrounds it.22
This is even more true of service brands, where the experience is the product.

21
22

50 years using the wrong model of TV advertising, Paul Feldwick and Robert Heath, Annual MRS Conference, 2007
‘The Experience Economy’, B. J. Pine and J. H,. Gillmore, 1999
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Figure 17: Brand Value Is Defined By Experience

The Experience Economy: Pine and Gilmore demonstrate that brand differentiation and brand
value is increasingly reliant on the experience created to surround the product, rather than the
product itself.
Source: ‘The Experience Economy’, B. J. Pine and J. H,. Gillmore, 1999

The crux of this issue is related to the first. Building reductive brands is a hangover from
the broadcast era, the traditional brand planning process was developed in order for
brands to be reduced into easily transmitted messages. Interactive brands work in a
different way, they invite their users to explore and discover a rich world at their own
pace.
I believe that games provide a practical template for building rich and experiential
brands.
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From Attitude Change to Behaviour Change
Brands exist to change consumer behaviour in a way that benefits the interests of the
Client. The traditional role for communications has been to build brand awareness,
consideration and preference, assuming that change in attitude will result in a
corresponding effect on behaviour.
Figure 18: A Traditional Consumer Funnel

Source: McKinsey Quarterly, ‘The Consumer Decision Journey’ (2009)

Recent data has challenged this model. This funnel is built on the assumption that
people are passive consumers, that brand communications inform an awareness set
which is narrowed down as they move from consideration to purchase. However,
KcKinsey have found the opposite to be true.
“Contrary to the funnel metaphor, the number of brands under consideration during the
active-evaluation phase now actually expands rather than narrows as consumers seek
information and shop a category.”23
This suggests brands can no longer rely on awareness to translate directly into sales.24
Further evidence from the IPA Databank shows that campaigns that set a behavioural
objective are more effective than those that set awareness or attitudinal objectives. It
seems that brands should be built with behaviour, rather than attitude in mind.
The modern brand builder faces a difficult issue; communications theory is based on
attitude change, and have limited implications for behavior change. Games are
characterised by interaction and behaviour rather than attitude, making the principles
of gaming suited to brand building.
I believe that games provide a practical template for brands that actively change
behaviour.
23

McKinsey Quarterly, ‘The Consumer Decision Journey’ (2009):
http://www.marketingritson.com/documents/theconsumerdecisionjourney.pdf
24
22 Squared Blog; http://blog.22squared.com/?q=node/136
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A FUNDAMENTAL SHIFT IN THINKING
A Model With Message Transmission at its Heart
Whether you believe in the potency of Brand Onions, the elevated thinking of Brand
Ladders, or rely on Brand Keys to unlock business potential, most traditional brand
models have message transmission at their heart. At the centre of these brand planning
tools is a statement of what the brand stands for. Putting a statement at centre of these
models reveals an implicit assumption, that brands are message transmission devices
built to communicate that statement. It is this thinking that hinders modern brand
builders from building rich, interactive brands that actively promote behaviour change.
Figure 19: Traditional Brand Planning Models

A ‘Brand Key’ and ‘Brand Onion’
Source: Author

Putting a statement at the centre of a brand reflects a message transmission mindset.
The result is that this mindset is often cascaded down into execution:
Brand Idea/essence: What does the brand stand for?
Campaign Idea/proposition: What are we going to say to communicate the brand idea?
Executional Idea: How and where are going to express the proposition?
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Figure 20: Traditional Communications Architecture

Source: Author

A New Model Is Needed
As long as brand planning models put a statement at their core, they will be
fundamentally unsuited to brands with interaction at their heart. Building brands using
the principles of gaming requires a shift in thinking at every level of the brand planning
process.
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A NEW TEMPLATE FOR BRANDS
The Structure Of A Game
Gaming provides an alternative template to traditional brand planning models. It is this
template that will allow us to build rich, interactive brands that actively promote
behaviour change. Establishing the structure of a game will help us apply that structure
to brands.
Games are characterized by:
•
•
•
•
•

Win condition, which serves as a criteria for completing the game successfully.
Objective, what the player has to achieve.
Action, the behaviour the player has to exhibit to play the game.
Obstacles, what the player has to overcome to achieve the objective.
Rules, constraints that must be observed whist playing the game.
Figure 21: The Structure of a Game

Source: Author

Applying this structure to the previously cited ‘eye spy’ game helps us understand the
model.
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Figure 22: The Structure of Eye Spy

Source: Author

Structuring Brands As Games
The biggest shift we will need to make is one of mindset. We need to move away from
defining our brands with a static statement, to defining our brands as game style
behaviour change systems. We need to stop asking ‘what does our brand stand for?’
and start asking ‘what game are we asking people to play?’
•
•
•
•
•

Win condition, What behaviour does the brand help consumers ‘game’, how do
they win?
Objective, What are we actually asking people to do?
Action, How does the player go about gaming that behaviour, what does the
brand provide to make this possible?
Obstacles, What obstacles will the player encounter, how does the brand help
the player overcome them?
Rules, What are the rules of the brand game, and how are they enforced?
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LEVEL II COMPLETE!
Achievements:
•
•
•

Gaming offers a practical template for developing rich, interactive brands that
suit the needs of the modern brand builder
A fundamental shift in thinking is required to move away from broadcast based
brand planning models to interactive, game based brand planning models
The structure of a game can provide a template for brand planning

Level III challenge: Gaming Your Brand – Practical Applications
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LEVEL III: GAMING YOUR BRAND
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GAMING A FAMILIAR BRAND
From Broadcast Brand To An Interactive Brand
To understand the power of planning brands as games, we will apply these principles to
a familiar brand, AXE (Lynx in the UK). This will take place in five steps:
Step 1: Choosing a behaviour to game
Step 2: Understanding the consumer as a gamer
Step 3: Gaming behaviour
Step 4: Setting a brand ‘win condition’
Step 5: Building the brand as a game

Step 1: Choosing A Behaviour
AXE has always had a very clear product benefit. Axe makes guys smell great, helping
them feel more confident and attractive to girls. This benefit has been wrapped up into
a brand idea, the ‘AXE Effect’. As one would expect, the majority of AXE communication
has dramatised the AXE Effect. Over time, many executions have worked to establish
this brand idea. The 2007 ad ‘Billions’ is perhaps its purest expression.
Figure 23: AXE ‘Billions’ TV

Source: AXE/BBH

Taking a step back from communications, we can begin to assess the behaviour we want
our consumers to ‘game’. For a brand to be credible in this space, the brand benefits
must have an active role in gaming the behaviour. In this case, the behaviour we are
looking at is ‘pulling’, i.e. getting the girl. Some evidence that the chosen behaviour is
already ‘gamed’ to a certain extent is also helpful, but not essential. Its easy to see how
guys already ‘play’ at pulling, whether it’s counting notches on the bedpost, or playing
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‘pull a pig’,25 guys are already playing informal games around pulling girls. Pulling is the
behaviour we will be asking guys to game.

Step 2: Understand Consumers as Gamers
Developing a brand that helps consumers game a behaviour requires a different
approach to consumer understanding. Traditional consumer understanding is still
important, but we need to understand them as gamers to build a brand suited to them.
Computer game designers have naturally already considered what gamers want from
games. Game designer and theorist, Richard Bartle, has established four subgroups of
gamers that are described by their gaming motivation.26
Figure 24: Gamer Typologies

Killers are interested in doing things to people, ie. in acting on other players. Killers get their
kicks from imposing themselves on others, they especially like to win at the expense of other
players.
Achievers are interested in doing things to the game, ie. in acting on the world. They regard
points gathering and rising in levels as their main goal, all other activity is in the pursuit of this
aim.

25

A questionable game played by clubbers. Trying to pull the ugliest girl, or 'pig' in the club. Source: Urban Dictionary;
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Pork%20the%20Pig&defid=3408160
26
R. Bartle (1996); Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds and Spades: Players Who Suit MUDs. http://www.mud.co.uk/richard/hcds.htm
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Socialisers are interested in interacting with other players. Socialisers are interested in people,
and what they have to say. The game is merely a backdrop, a common ground where things
happen to players.
Explorers are interested in having the game surprise them, ie. interacting with the world. They
delight in having the game’s internal mechanisms exposed to them, their fun comes from
discovering new parts of the game, especially if they are the first to do so.
Source: Bartle (1996)

Most gamers are actually a mixture of these typologies, and most games are designed to
appeal to all typologies to a certain extent. Understanding the balance of gamer
motivation is key to understanding how consumers might game a chosen behaviour.
Axe Guys Are Achievers And Killers
As an experiment to help illustrate this paper, a brief online survey based on Bartle’s
work was developed to understand AXE consumers as gamers. Client confidentiality
prohibits sharing raw data, but it can bed reported that AXE guys scored most highly
against the ‘Achiever’ and ‘Killer’ segments. The survey can be trialed here, full details
are in the appendix.

Step 3: Gaming A Behaviour
Understanding that AXE guys are a mix between the ‘achiever’ typology and the ‘killer’
typology helps us define how pulling behaviour should be gamed. In this case, pulling is
gamed though competition, guys like to keep score (Achievers) and ultimately compete
against their mates (Killers).
Figure 25: Gaming ‘Pulling’

Source: Author
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Step 4: Setting A Win Condition
To construct the AXE brand as a game, we will define the brand idea as a ‘win condition’,
i.e. what consumers as players need to do to successfully game ‘pulling’. Given we know
that guys keep score, and are competitive amongst their friends, setting the win
condition ‘pulling more girls than your mates’ is appropriate.
Figure 26: AXE Win Condition

Source: Author

As with brand ideas, brand win conditions should not be changed frequently. It is
important that a brand game should be open ended with longevity built in. In this case,
‘pulling more girls than your mates’ is an ongoing challenge.

Step 5: Building The Brand
Once a behaviour to be gamed has been chosen, and win condition set, the rest of the
brand can be built. Understanding the context that your brand operates in informs the
structure of this game.
‘Pulling’ can be broken down into three broad areas that guys must be proficient in.
These stages are used to form the actions that the player must exhibit successfully to
meet the brand’s win condition:
•
•
•

Training is getting ready to play, both physically and mentally. For guys this
means everything from grooming, to making sure they have the best chat up
lines up their sleeve.
Playing this is where the action happens, this is where guys are actively trying to
get the girl, this is the chatting, the flirting etc.
Scoring this is the actual scoring bit, the success, the pull, or more if they get
really lucky.
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The barriers guys feel limit their success with girls can be described as obstacles to the
win condition.
Finally, the rules of the mating game tend to differ from culture to culture and from guy
to guy. It is enough at this stage to define the rules as not engaging in any socially
unacceptable behaviour.
Figure 27: The AXE Brand as a Game

Source: Author

A Gamed Brand
The AXE brand has now been successfully gamed. The brand is no longer a message
transmission device, but a game style behaviour change system. The purpose of the
brand is now to provide products, services and content that help guys pull more girls
than their mates.
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GAMING A FAMILIAR BRAND: IMPLICATIONS FOR EXECUTION
Campaigns As Challenges
Defining the AXE brand as a game has important implications for execution. As a series
of campaigns traditionally build over time to bring consumers closer to the brand idea,
campaign challenges build over time to bring gamers closer to winning the brand game.
Brand activity cannot be thought of in terms of message, but in terms of challenges that
build towards the brand’s win condition.
Challenges should focus around specific behaviours that the player must exhibit in order
to ‘win’. The examples given in the AXE brand model were ‘training’, ‘playing’ and
‘scoring’. Addressing these behaviours could cover the whole gamete of the marketing
mix.

Training Challenge: Look Your Best
A range of product innovations would be a natural place for AXE to address a guy’s
preparation needs. This approach would see each AXE variant given a specific role in the
preparation ritual. The resulting campaign brief would then revolve around establishing
the challenge in the minds of the player, and the role of the product in answering that
challenge.

Playing Challenge: Get In There
Content in itself can be a tool to aid guys in the ‘playing’ stage. The AXE brand could
provide content that helps guys gain popularity amongst girls. This might take the from
of humorous viral content, or even ‘how to’ style content that gives guys girl advice.

Scoring Challenge: Take Her Out
Promotional mechanics can also now be informed by the brand game and used to
address the ‘scoring stage’. Competition prizes could be items that further guy’s chances
of success, i.e. gig tickets for two.
The examples given above are for illustration purposes. The important point here is that
a range of channels and executions could be used to set challenges that help the player
move towards the brand’s win condition.
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DO CONSUMERS WANT TO BE GAMERS?
An Experiment
Gaming brands sounds great in theory, but do consumers really want to be gamers? To
investigate this question, an experiment was devised in order understand whether
brands could be structured this way in reality.

Building The Game
The experiment took the form of ‘AXE Game Tuner’, a Twitter based game that awarded
guys points for a range of behaviours that got them closer to ‘pulling’. Every time guys
exhibited a certain behaviour, they were asked to Tweet about it using a specific
reference word (#tag) that allowed Game Tuner to record the data and visualise their
‘game’ on a dashboard. Guys could analyze their game over time, and also compare
their game to other guys. ‘Game Tuner’ measured the following behaviours and
associated actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Girl Action: clicked / flirted / snogged / scored / dated
Grooming: showered / sprayed / styled / changed
Timeout: read / watched / listened / played
Material game: want / bought / earning
Fitness: ran / lifted / sport / weight / fit
Good Times: out / home

Proof Of Concept
The experiment was piloted with 30 young guys from London, New York and Singapore
and tracked their game for seven days. In total, over 2000 actions and feelings were sent
to Game Tuner, just over 9 actions per guy per day. Asking guys for their feedback
revealed more encouraging results, they requested more functionality:
•
•
•

Even more game data options
More community / sharing features
A scheme that rewards frequency of use

The usage statistics prove that Game Tuner works in principle, and serves as ‘proof of
concept’ for gaming brands.
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Figure 28: The AXE ‘Game Tuner’ Dashboard

Full details of the Game Tuner experiment can be found in the appendix.
Source: Author
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A Central Hub
The Game Tuner platform allows guys to evaluate their success with girls, it gives them
the tools they need to actively game pulling. Game Tuner could evolve further into a
central hub that guys could use to judge the contribution of brand activity to pulling
success across the board.
Figure 29: ‘Game Tuner’ As A Central Hub

Source: Author

This platform could develop to gather multiple inputs that measure a range of pulling
factors, e.g. the number of AXE products purchased, and signs of success, e.g. the
number of female friends the guy has on Facebook.

Further Brand Activity
Whilst each individual piece of brand activity should work alone to help guys pull more
girls than their mates, the experience of the AXE brand game is improved via the central
hub. It is this central hub that allows guys to gain an overall view of their status in the
game, and contribution AXE has made to it.
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GAMING OTHER BRANDS
All Brands Can Be Gamed
I believe that gaming can be applied to all brands and causes associated with our
industry. In this section we will explore how this approach can be applied to four
unlikely candidates:
•
•
•

Social Causes
Financial Service Brands
FMCG Brands

Gaming Social Causes
As not all brands are as playful as AXE, one might question the applicability of gaming
principles for more serious brands. However, our predisposition to game life is not
limited to lighthearted activities. The term ‘serious game’ was first coined in 1970 by
Clark Abt,27 who defined them as games that have real life consequences. 28 Some
organisations promoting serious game already exist, 29 30 examples of their work
include:
•
•
•

‘Against All Odds’, a UNCHR game that puts the player in the shoes of refugee.31
‘Windfall’, a strategy game about building wind farms to create clean energy
profitably.32
‘Akrasia’, a US Department of Health game the allows the player to explore the
issues surrounding substance addiction33

Serious games are not just the preserve of education, in her TED speech, Jane
MacGonigal explores how gaming can be used to solve real world problems with mass
multiplayer games like ‘Superstruct’.34

27

Abt, C. (1970). Serious Games. New York: The Viking Press.
Zyda, M. (2005). "From visual simulation to virtual reality to games". IEEE Computer.
29
The Serious Games Initiative is focused on uses for games in exploring management and leadership challenges facing the public
sector. Source: http://www.seriousgames.org
30
Games for Change (G4C) is a non-profit which seeks to harness the extraordinary power of video games to address the most
pressing issues of our day, including poverty, education, human rights, global conflict and climate change. Source:
http://www.gamesforchange.org
31
http://www.playagainstallodds.com/
32
http://www.persuasivegames.com/games/game.aspx?game=windfall
33
http://www.gamesforchange.org/main/gameprof/636
34
http://www.ted.com/talks/jane_mcgonigal_gaming_can_make_a_better_world.html
28
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Figure 30: SuperSruct Game

Set in the grim future of 2019, Superstruct begins with the findings of a fictional supercomputer
that predicts the extinction of the human population in 23 years. A potentially terminal
combination of five so-called “super-threats,” which represent the collision of environmental,
economic, and social risks, are causing massive disruptions of global society.35 Players were
given a specific threat (or challenge) to face and were awarded a score that reflected their
personal role in humankind’s survival
Source: Author

The Superstruct game had a serious aim, the win condition was saving the human race.
It was essentially a huge brainstorming tool that allows thousands of players to suggest
initiatives that could solve real world problems. 36 The game yielded many new
suggestions for how the these problems might be tackled:37
Social causes are perhaps easier to game than brands as they have very obvious and
pre-defined challenges at their heart. ‘Preventing childhood obesity’ or ‘eliminating
poverty’ are both win conditions rather than messages. The challenge is to express
brands in a similar way.

35

36
37

http://www.iftf.org/node/2318

Jimmy Wales, Superstruct judge and Wikipedia Co-founder
Institute For The Future (IFTF) lead forecaster Kathi Vian, PhD
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Gaming Financial Service Brands
Expressing a financial service brand as a game is easier than one might imagine, they are
already set up with a lot of mechanics that lend themselves to gaming. Win conditions
would depend on the specific Client’s business model, but could include:
•
•
•

Becoming debt free
Being able to retire at 55
Double your investment returns

As with the AXE example, specific campaign challenges should help the player achieve
this win condition, examples could include:
•
•
•

Finish the month on a zero credit card balance
Save 10% of your earnings
Identify one new investment opportunity each month

As with the AXE brand example, the purpose of a gamed financial brand would be to
develop a range of activities that help players meet these challenges.

Gaming A Typical FMCG Brand
Laundry brands are the archetypal FMCG brands, traditional brand planning has a lot of
its roots in this category. We will next explore how even brands in the most established
categories can be gamed, using Persil as an example. Persil have done a great job at
defining a brand benefit in a compelling way, Persil cleans so well, mums don’t have to
worry about their kid’s clothes getting dirty. This benefit has been wrapped up in the
creative idea ‘Dirt Is Good’, which champions children getting messy as a natural part of
learning, playing and generally enjoying life.38 ‘Messy play’ is a great behaviour to game,
the Persil win condition could be expressed as:
•
•
•

Kids take part in more messy play than clean play
Kids play outdoors more than they play indoors
Kids are never clean for more than 24 hrs

It is easy to see how the Persil product works as an enabler for these win conditions, it
removes one of the barriers to messy play – the resultant dirty clothes. Defining Persil as
game requires every piece of brand activity to build towards the win condition.
Campaign challenges like ‘play in the park once a week’ could lead to interesting ideas,
from entertainment properties to utilities.

38

http://www.persil.com/dirtisgood.aspx
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LEVEL III COMPLETE!
Achievements:
•
•
•

How to game a brand step by step
Consumers engage with Gamed Brands
All brands can be gamed

Next challenge: Boss Level – Gaming Brand Value
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BOSS LEVEL: GAMING BRAND VALUE
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GAMING BRAND VALUE
Gamed Brands As Ecosystems
As a Gamed Brand develops, it uses multiple challenges to address specific behaviours
that bring the player towards the win condition. This win condition forms the hub of the
brand, e.g. AXE. A Gamed Brand presents an ecosystem, or network, that breaks down
the brand win condition into easily tackled behaviours, each of which is in turn is
addressed by individual pieces of brand activity. The structures and properties of
ecosystems, and the value they bring to business has been explored extensively by
Marco Iansiti of Harvard Business School:
“There is a growing awareness that by structuring problems so that they can be viewed
as networks of smaller problems, difficult tasks can be completed more efficiently. This is
inspiration for a wide variety of applications.”39

Figure 31: The Gamed Brand as an Ecosystem

The AXE brand game is structured as an ecosystem, or network. The win condition is broken
down into behaviours, which in turn are tackled by individual pieces of brand activity.
Source: Author
39

M. Iansiti (2004); Keystones and Dominators: Framing Operating and Technology Strategy in a Buiness Ecosystem. HBS.
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The properties of a Gamed Brand structured in this way have direct implications for
building brand value in both an equity and commercial sense. Specifically, Gamed
Brands lend themselves to three key commercial pillars:
•
•
•

Customer Acquisition
Weight of Purchase
Loyalty

Gamed Brands Drive Customer Acquisition
Level I established our natural predisposition to game every day life, leveraging this
instinct is at the heart of gaming brands. Brands that are gamed effectively use our
innate reward mechanisms to incentivise behaviour. The emotional highs that gamed
behaviour triggers can enhance positive experiences like ‘pulling’ e.g. AXE, or even
provide an emotional dimension to life’s least fun tasks, e.g. financial service brands. It
is the enhancement of consumer experience that drives customer acquisition, and
ultimately commercial value.
Figure 32: Gamed Brands Drive Customer Acquisition

Gaming consumer behaviour makes it more rewarding and enhances player experience to drive
customer acquisition. This example illustrates how a customer might enter the AXE brand
ecosystem through gaming ‘preparation’ behaviour.
Source: Author
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Gamed Brands Drive Weight of Purchase
Gamed Brands are structured to reward involvement. The player’s feeling of progression
and achievement increases as they approach the brand win condition. A correctly
Gamed Brand uses each piece of brand activity, including products, to bring the player
closer to this win condition. Positioning brand activity in this way makes each piece
inherently attractive to the player, brand activity becomes a stepping stone that takes
the player closer to ‘winning’. This structure naturally lends itself to cross selling and up
selling, which drive weight of brand purchase.
Figure 33: Gamed Brands Drive Weight of Purchase

Positioning each piece of brand activity as a stepping stone to the brand win condition naturally
lends itself to cross selling and up selling. Regardless of the point at which the player joins the
ecosystem, each piece of brand activity has an essential role to play in ‘winning’.
Source: Author
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Gamed Brands Drive Loyalty
Gamed Brands incentivise involvement, but they also punish disengagement. As a player
progresses through the Gamed Brand towards the win condition, effort is expended and
emotional value accumulated. Dropping out of the brand game becomes harder the
longer it is played, this is driven by the cognitive bias of loss aversion.40 This instinct is so
powerful, immersive video games like ‘World of Warcraft’ have become clinically
addictive, a modern phenomena which is treated in a similar manner to substance
addiction.41 Gamed Brands ‘lock’ players in and drive loyalty as a result.

Figure 34: Gamed Brands Drive Loyalty

As consumers progress through the game, effort is expended, and emotional value accumulated
Players become invested in the game, which drives loyalty.
Source: Author

40
Some studies suggest that losses are as much as twice as psychologically powerful as gains. Loss aversion was first convincingly
demonstrated by Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman.: KAHNEMAN, D., J.L. KNETSCH and R.H. THALER, 1991. The endowment
effect, loss aversion, and status quo bias. Journal of Economic Perspectives.
41
http://www.video-game-addiction.org/
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MEASURING A GAMED BRAND
Behaviour, Not Attitude
Measuring brand strength, and identifying bottle necks preventing further growth
remains a priority for Gamed Brand marketers. As previously cited, consumer funnels
have been designed with attitude change at their heart, making them less relevant to
Gamed Brands. A model based on behaviour, that reported on consumers as they
progress through a brand game would be more appropriate.

Figure 35: Measuring Gamed Brand Strength

Measuring the number of people that ‘do’ the brand behaviour, i.e. ‘pull girls’ in the AXE
example, represents the total universe of potential consumers. The number of people that ‘play’
at the behaviour, i.e. play pulling games in the AXE example, represents the brand’s highest
potential consumers. The number of people actively using the Gamed Brand to ‘game’ the
behaviour, i.e. are involved with brand activity, represents the brand’s current consumers.
Source: Author
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BOSS LEVEL COMPLETE
Achievements:
•
•
•
•

Gamed Brands drive new customer acquisition
Gamed Brands drive weight of purchase
Gamed Brands drive loyalty
How to measure Gamed Brand strength

Next: Bonus Level – Conclusions
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BONUS LEVEL
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Conclusions
Gamed Brands are fundamentally more suited to the needs of brand building than
traditional approaches. The Gaming Brand’s approach is rooted in human instinct, from
the moment we are born we are driven to understand the world through play, and
strive to manipulate it though gaming. Gaming provides a powerful model that helps us
understand how we interact with the world, but also provides a practical template for
building brands. By structuring brands in a way that leverages our gaming instinct we
can transform them from message transmission devices, to behaviour change systems
that ultimately drive brand value. In summary, I believe that:
•
•
•

Games provide a practical template for developing truly interactive brands.
Games provide a practical template for building rich and experiential brands.
Games provide a practical template for brands that actively change behaviour.

Implications
Gaming Brands represents a fundamental shift in brand planning, providing brands with
interaction at their core. The brand ‘win condition’ is at the heart of this approach.
Defining brands in this way focuses the marketing mix around developing brand
activities that help consumers ‘win’ at a behaviour they either have to, or want to, do.
This ultimately positions the brand and its products as a tool that helps consumers to
‘win at life’, making the brand both attractive, and indispensable. The key question for
marketers shifts from ‘how will my brand activity communicate my message?’ to ‘how
will brand activity help my consumers win?’.
Gaming brands also has interesting implications for consumer understanding.
Developing research methodologies based on the likes of Bartle’s42 gamer segmentation
help us understand our consumers as active participants, rather than as passive
respondents, and build brands accordingly. The key question for marketers shifts from
‘what do my consumers think of my brand?’ to ‘how to my consumers interact with my
brand?’
Finally, gaming brands also has implications for brand measurement. Consumer funnels
have been designed assuming a passive consumer, whose attitudes are at the mercy of
the advertiser. A model based on behaviour, that reported on consumers as they
progress through a brand game would be more appropriate. The key question for
marketers shifts from ‘what is my brand’s share of mind’ to ‘what is my brand’s share of
behaviour?’

42

7000 words excluding abstract, footnotes and figures
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CONGRATULATIONS – GAME COMPLETE!!!
How Did You Score?
How many Easter Eggs did you find?
0-3: Newbie
You really only read this paper, try and be a bit more playful next time.
3-6: Novice
Good evidence of a gaming mentality, try and level up next time.
6-9: Pro
Great gaming instinct, your reading experience has been enhanced.
10: Hardcore
Congratulations, you have truly gamed this paper, and won.
You can compare your score to other players, and discuss the game at
www.gamemybrand.com. A digital version of the paper can also be found at
this location.

Word Count:
7,119 Excluding abstract, figures and footnotes.
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GAME COMPLETE!
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APPENDIX A: GAMER TYPOLOGY RESEARCH
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AXE GAMER TYPOLOGY RESEARCH REPORT
Summary
This pilot study was conducted in order to understand how AXE guys played the ‘mating
game’ by adapting an established segmentation used by the computer gaming industry.
The study used an online questionnaire as the means for data collection. A sample of
100 guys were recruited via the UK Lynx Effect Facebook fan page, the study was open
to all members of this page. The detailed outputs of this study are confidential, it can be
reported that AXE guys identify most with the ‘Achiever’ and ‘Killer’ typologies.
Background
We refer to the interplay between guys and girls as the ‘mating game’ and have done so
for years. During this time, we have learnt a lot about our guys as people, our ambition
was to stretch the mating game analogy and try to actually understand our guys as
game players. Some of the questions we were interested in included:
•
•
•

Does every guy play the mating game the same way?
Do guys play by the same rules?
Do guys all play with same motivations?

Computer game designers had naturally already considered what gamers want from
games. Game designer and theorist, Richard Bartle, established four subgroups of
gamers that are described by their gaming motivation. These subgroups are split along
two axis, weather players preferred to act upon the game, or interact with it, and
weather players were more interested other players or the game itself
Figure A: Bartle’s Gamer Typologies

Source: Bartle (1996)
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Each subgroup is characterised by their motivation:
Killers are interested in doing things to people, ie. in acting on other players. Killers get
their kicks from imposing themselves on others, they especially like to win at the
expense of other players.
Achievers are interested in doing things to the game, ie. in acting on the world. They
regard points gathering and rising in levels as their main goal, all other activity is in the
pursuit of this aim.
Socialisers are interested in interacting with other players. Socialisers are interested in
people, and what they have to say. The game is merely a backdrop, a common ground
where things happen to players.
Explorers are interested in having the game surprise them, ie. interacting with the
world. They delight in having the games internal mechanisms exposed to them, their fun
comes from discovering new parts of the game, especially if they are the first to do so.

The Survey
For the purposes of this study, Bartle’s segmentation was adapted to define the ‘game’
as girls, and the ‘players’ as guys. The four segments translate as follows:
Killers like to win at the expense of other players, i.e. guys that like are motivated by
beating other guys to the girl.
Achievers regard points and levels as their main goal, i.e. guys that are motivated by
pulling as many girls as possible.
Socialisers see the game is merely a backdrop, a common ground where things happen
to players, i.e. guys that are most motivated by the camaraderie that exists between
friends as a result of the mating game.
Explorers delight in having the games internal mechanisms exposed to them, their fun
comes from discovering new parts of the game, i.e. guys that are motivated to
understand girls.

Questions were been constructed to translate the motivation of each segment into
these meaningful typologies. The questions can be found below.
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Question

Killers

Achievers

Socialisers

Explorers

1

Amongst your male
friends, what would
you most like to be
known for?

The guy that
gets to the
hottest girls
first.

The guy that
pulls the most
girls.

A great
wingman

The guy that
knows the
most about
women.

2

You pull the hottest
girl in the club, you
wake up next to her
the next morning,
what are you most
likely to do?
A hot new girl joins
your
school/university/work,
what are you most
likely to think?
A mates older brother
joins you all on a night
out, what are you
most likely to think?

Text your
mates and tell
them you
pulled the
hottest girl that
night.
Pull her before
someone else
does.

Smile to
yourself and
count how
many girls it's
been that
month.
Pulling her will
be a new
challenge for
you.

Text your
mates to say
thanks for
being great
wingmen

Wake her up
so you can
find out more
about her.

You've got to
tell your
mates how
hot she is.

Wonder what
kind of girl she
is.

Keep an eye
on him, he
might be
competition.

Not really think
about it, tonight
is about you
and the girls.

Ask him what
tips he has for
chatting up
women.

5

You see an amazing
girl waiting at the bar,
what are you most
likely to do?

Get over there
quick, before
someone else
does.

Think up your
best chat up
line, and head
on over.

Ask if he has
any hot
female friends
he can
introduce you
to.
Grab a few
mates for
support and
go on over.

6

You're at a great
party, but the girl you
are after is talking to
another guy, what are
you most likely to do?

Go on over,
and use your
charms to
politely win her
back.

Go after her
mate instead,
just as hot and
all by herself.

Ask on of
your mates to
distract him
so you can
get in there.

Find out from
her friend
what she sees
in him.

7

Your mate introduces
you to a hot girl he
knows, you think he
likes her, but she's
giving you the eye,
what do you do?

Go for it, all is
fair in love and
war.

Give it a go,
pulling her will
be a new
challenge for
you.

Leave it, he's
helped you
pull girls
before, so he
can have this
one.

Wait for a
quite moment,
and ask her
who she's
more
interested in.

8

Your girlfriend dumps
you (sorry), what are
you most likely to
think?

Her loss, she'll
never do better
than you
anyway.

No worries,
plenty more
fish in the sea.

Wonder what
really what
went wrong.

9

Which of these best
describes the way you
see girls?

Girls are prizes
that are worth
competing
over.

Every new girl
is a new
challenge.

You wanted
to hang out
with your
mates more
anyway.
Girls are
great sources
of banter
between you
and your
mates.

3

4

Go over and
find out more
about her.

Girls are
mysterious
creatures
you'd love to
understand
better.

The survey can be found at this link: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/P7ZHS59
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Survey Design
The survey prompted guys to rate the response to each question on a scale from 1-10.
This provided information relating to the strength of agreement to each statement,
allowing us to control for forced fit factors.

Recruitment
Respondents were gathered from the UK Lynx Effect Facebook fan page. The survey
remained open for 100 responses.

Analysis and Results
Full results are confidential, however, it can be revealed that AXE guys identified most
with the ‘Achiever’ and ‘Killer’ typologies.
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APPENDIX B: GAME TUNER RESEARCH
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AXE GAME TUNER RESEARCH REPORT
Summary
This pilot study was conducted in order to understand how AXE guys would interact
with the AXE brand if it were structured as a game. The experiment took the form of
‘AXE Game Tuner’, a Twitter based game that awarded guys points for a range of
behaviours that got them closer to ‘pulling’. The study was piloted with 30 young guys
from London, New York and Singapore and tracked their game for seven days. In total,
over 2000 actions and feelings sent to Game Tuner, just over 9 actions per guy per day.
This study served as ‘proof of concept’, evidence that AXE consumers would consider
interacting with ‘gamed’ brands.

Game Tuner Mechanics
Game Tuner utilised the popular social networking tool Twitter. Every time guys
exhibited a certain behaviour, they were asked to Tweet about it using a specific
reference word (#tag) that allowed Game Tuner to record the data and visualise their
‘game’ on a dashboard. ‘Game Tuner’ measured the following behaviours and
associated actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Girl Action: clicked / flirted / snogged / scored / dated
Grooming: showered / sprayed / styled / changed
Timeout: read / watched / listened / played
Material game: want / bought / earning
Fitness: ran / lifted / sport / weight / fit
Good Times: out / home

The process by which respondents submitted data is shown in fig. B. The Game Tuner
dashboard provided respondents could analyze each of these behaviours over time, and
also compare these to other guys (fig.C).
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Figure B: Using Game Tuner

Source: Author

Figure C: The AXE ‘Game Tuner’ Dashboard
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Source: Author

Recruitment
The study recruited 30 respondents that were chosen from a number of volunteers
reached through the AXE Facebook fan pages across the UK, USE and Singapore.
Respondents were recruited on basis that they owned an iPhone and held Twitter
accounts.

Results
Usage statistics:
•
•
•

Trial took place over 7 days
2000 actions and feelings sent to Game Tuner
Average of over 9 actions per day

Qualitative feedback:
The Twitter platform was used to ask respondents what they would improve about the
service, the responses are summarised below
•
•
•

Even more game data options
More community / sharing features
A scheme that rewards frequency of use
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GAME OVER
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